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A SEQUENCE WELL DISPERSED IN THE UNIT SQUARE
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(Communicated by Larry J. Goldstein)

ABSTRACT. Distributional properties of sequences of points in the unit square

have been studied extensively and there is considerable interest in sequences

which are well distributed according to various criteria. Dispersion is a measure

of sequence density and an important concept connected with regularity of

distribution. We introduce an infinite, dyadic, easily-generated sequence which

is particularly well distributed, in the sense of having dispersion of lowest

possible order of magnitude.

1. Introduction. For a variety of reasons, distributional properties of se-

quences of points defined in the unit square have been the focus of considerable

study and speculation. Particular interest has centered on measures of regularity

or uniformity of distribution, and on the development of sequences well-distributed

according to such measures. See, for instance [11, 12, 13, 15, 16], for a small sam-

pling of recent literature devoted specifically to regularity of distribution of points

in the unit square. In a far more general sense, the paper by Niederreiter [4] is an

invaluable compendium on regularity of sequence distribution and on applications

of well-distributed sequences in numerical analysis.

We are concerned here with an important number-theoretic measure called dis-

persion. We introduce an infinite dyadic sequence in the unit square having dis-

persion of the best (i.e., lowest) possible order of magnitude, and having uniformly

lower dispersion than any other dyadic sequence of which we are aware. In numerical

practice, sequences with low dispersion are useful for quasi-random search methods,

which are deterministic analogs of random search procedures for approximating

global extrema of a function. Cf. [5, 6, 7] for theoretical results on dispersion (not

only in two-dimensional settings), and [1, 8, 9, 10, 14] for numerical experiments

involving quasi-random search.

We define dispersion in the unit square U = [0, l]2 as follows: If <§/v is a set of

N points in U, then the dispersion of J?/v in U is

dN =    sup   d((a,ß),%N),
(a,ß)eu

where d is a totally bounded metric on U and d((a,ß),<oN) means

, min    d((a,ß),(x,y)).
(x,y)ESN
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Normally d will denote the standard Euclidean metric in R2, although it is some-

times of interest to use the maximum metric, which we will distinguish by using d'

in place of d: d'((a,ß), (x,y)) = max(|a — x\, \ß — y\). The dispersion that results

from using d! will be denoted d'N. It should be clear that djq/y/2 < d'N < d^. If

(§at is comprised of the first N terms of an infinite sequence A in U, we may denote

the dispersion as djv(A) (or as d'N(X) if the maximum metric is used).

Niederreiter has established lower bounds for dispersion; for N points in U, it

follows respectively from [5, Theorem 2] and from [7, Theorem 1] that

*JV> y¡2/V27N     and     d'N > l/2\/~Ñ.

So the order of magnitude of dispersion in U cannot be less than N"1^2.

It seems generally to be difficult to determine explicit formulas for dispersion.

However, consider the Roth (or Hammersley) sequence {((m—l)/N,(¡>2(m—l))}%l=i,

where A is a power of two and <f>2 is the base two radical-inverse function; cf. [4,

p. 977]. Peart [11] has determined that for this sequence, with N — 2k,

dN =

{  V2N - 2sfÑ + 1
-       for k even,

N

JbN/2 - y/W + 1
-      for k odd.

N

This shows that the Roth sequence has d^ — 0(N~1¡2), the lowest possible order

of dispersion. But of course the Roth sequence is finite—N must be prescribed,

and moreover must be a power of two.

In computational practice, it is often desirable to use infinite sequences. As

Niederreiter [4, p. 972] has noted "... it is advantageous to work with an infinite

sequence and then to take its first N terms whenever the value of N has been

decided upon. In this way, we may increase N if we desire greater accuracy and

still use the results of the earlier computation."

2. An infinite dyadic sequence with low dispersion. We will present

an infinite sequence in U having low and explicitly determinable dispersion. Our

sequence is also dyadic (coordinates of points are dyadic fractions) and can be

rapidly generated, making it amenable to efficient computer implementation in

practical numerical applications.

Sequence n is defined as follows. Let the first term of n be (0,0). For m =

1,2,..., we determine the m + lst term (xm+i,t/m+i) from the mth term (xm,ym)

recursively: Suppose r is the smallest positive integer such that xm < 1 — 2~r or

Vm > 2~r. Then, if xm < 1 - 2~r, let xm+i = xm + 3 x 2~r - 1 and ym+i =

2/m + 7 x 2_r, where 7 = 1 if ym < 2~r and 7 = -1 if ym > 2~r. Otherwise let

Xm+i = xm + 2~r - 1 and ym+i = ym

The sequence n beings with the points

(o,o,,(i,i),(o,|),(i,o),(i,i^

ï'ïJ'U'ïJ'lï'ïJ'l^ïJ'U'ï
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(1,1)

.27 .23 .26 .22

,11 .7 .10 .6

,19 .31 .18 .30

,3 .16 .2 .14

.25 .21 .28 .24

,9 .5 .12 .8

.17 .29 .20 .32

4-,13-^-.Ifl-

(0,0)

FIGURE 1.  The first 32 terms of n in U = [0, l]2

The first 32 terms are depicted in Figure 1. If fc is odd, the first 2k terms of n fill

out a "diagonal" lattice (as in Figure 1); if fc is even, the first 2k terms of n fill out

a regular 2kl2 by 2fc//2 square lattice (consider, e.g. the first 16 terms in Figure

1). Notice that the 17th through the 32nd terms are the centers of the 16 small

squares delineated by the first 16 terms (including here the "boundary squares" for

which an edge lies along the line x = 1 or the line y = 1).

A more intuitive geometric construction of the sequence n is possible [3] using

a two-dimensional "splitting and stacking" technique, a two-dimensional version of

a scheme due to von Neumann and Kakutani for constructing ergodic measure-

preserving transformations on the unit interval. The use of one-dimensional split-

ting and stacking to generate well-distributed sequences in the unit interval is dis-

cussed in [2].

Although it turns out that n is itself nicely dispersed in U, we can improve

matters, obtaining slightly lower dispersion, if we simply change the first term from

(0,0) to (1,1); let this new sequence be denoted r). The first N terms of n and of

r) will be denoted by Wn and Wn respectively. We next proceed to determine the

dispersion of fj.

First suppose fc is an even positive integer. In this case W2k is the square lattice

{(i x 2-*/2, j x 2"fc/2) : i,j = 0,1,..., 2fc/2 - 1}, and W2k = W2k U {(1,1)} - {(0,0)}.

Now the point a = (l,2~kl2~x) G U is at least as distant from its closest neighbor

in W2k (which we can take to be the point b = (1 - 2~k/2,Q)) as is any other point

of U from its closest neighbor in W2k (see Figure 2a). So d2k = d(a, b) = y/5/2k+2.

For N = 2k + 1, 2k + 2,..., 2fc+1 - 1, WN is formed from the lattice W2k by in-

cluding points at the centers of the squares of the lattice, as well as centers of the

"boundary squares" lying along the boundaries x = 1 and y — 1, with the exception

of the square at the lower right corner of U (the square having points b and (1,0) as
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á"=V^

,J
(1.0)

FIGURE 2a. N = 2k, fc even FIGURE 2b. n = 2k, k odd

adjacent vertices, the center of which is the 2fc+1si term of fj). Formally,

W2k+i_i = W2k U {(* x 2-k'2-\j x 2-*/2-1) : i,j = 1,3,..., 2fc/2+1 - 1}

_{{l_2-k/2-i2-k/2-i)}

And so for these values of N we also have dN = d(a, b) = \J§/2k+2.

Next suppose fc is an odd integer. In this case W2k is a 2(fc-1'/2 by 2(-k~1^2

square lattice augmented with midpoints of lattice squares (including "boundary

squares" along x = 1 and y = 1). Formally,

W2k ={(»x 2~{k+1^2,j x 2-(fc+1'/2):i,j = 0,l,...,2(fe+1>/2 - 1;i + j even} and

W2k=W2kU {(1,1)}-{(0,0)}.

Here the point (1,0) G U is at least as distant from its closest neighbor in W2k (which

we can take to be the point c = (1 - 2~^k+1^2,2_(fc+1)/2)) as is any other point of

U from its closest neighbor in W2k (see Figure 2b). So d2* = d((l,0),c) = 2_fc/2.

For N = 2k + 1,2k + 2,..., 2k+1 - 1, WN continues to fill in a 2(fc+1)/2 by 2^k+1^2

square lattice by picking up all points (i x 2~^k+1^2,j x 2_'fc+1'/2) with i,j =

0,1,..., 2(/c+1)/2 - 1 for which i + j is odd, excepting the point (1 - 2~(k+1'>/2,0),

which is the 2fc+1st term of fj. None of these additional points is as close to (1,0)

as is c, and so for these values of N we continue to have d\r = 2~kl2. We have

established

THEOREM 1. Let the sequence fj have first term (1,1) and be otherwise identical

with n.  Then, for fc = 1,2,...  and 2k < N < 2k+1,

dN(fj) =
v/5/2fc+2

l/\/2*

for  k even,

for fc odd.
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In particular, if N = 2k, then

for fc even,
dN(r)) = .

for fc odd,

implying that f\ has smaller dispersion than has the Roth sequence for all N (> 1)

for which the latter is defined. A routine consequence of Theorem 1 is

COROLLARY.   For N = 2,3,..., 1/y/Ñ < dN(f¡) < y/5/(2N + 2).

The inequalities in the corollary are best possible in the sense that there is

equality on the left if N = 2k with fc odd, and there is equality on the right if

N = 2k - 1 with fc odd.

Although we will not go through the details here, a rather similar analysis can

be used for the sequence n; it turns out that, for fc odd,

j l/y/¥ if 2k < N < (2fc+3 - l)/3,

N \ ^/5/¥+*     if(2k+3-l)/3<N<2k+2.

This implies that l/x/Ä7 < dN(v) <  \/&/(3N + 1), with equality on the left if

N = 2k (k odd), and on the right if N = (2k+3 - l)/3 (fc odd).
We now consider the dispersion d'N for the sequence n (the situation for fj is

identical).

THEOREM 2.   Ifk is odd and 2k < N < 2k+2, then d'N(n) = l/v/2T+T.

PROOF.   Suppose fc is odd.   Then, for N = 2k, as we have noted in proving

Theorem 1,

WN = {(i x 2"('f+1>/2, j x 2-(fc+1)/2) : ij = 0,1,.. :, 2(fc+1)/2 - l;i + j even}.

Consider the point (1,0) G U. For (x,y) G WN, d'((l,0),(x,y)) = max(l - x,y);

and this value is minimized by taking (x,y) — (1 - 2~(-k+1^2, 2~(k+1^2) = c (see

Figure 2b), the minimum value being 2~^k+1^2. So d'((l,0),WN) = d'((l,0),c) =

2-(fc+!)/2 if (Qi/3) is any other point in U, then it should be clear (again, see

Figure 2b) that d'((a,ß),WN) < 2-<fc+1>/2. Hence d'N = 2-<fc+1'/2. Now for

N = 2fc + 1,2k + 2,..., 2k+2 - 1, the square at the lower right corner of U having

diagonally opposite vertices c and (1,0) is filled in (with terms of n) only to the

extent that the lower left vertex (1 — 2~'fc+1'//2,0) is added, and so we still have

cí'((l,0),g}v) = íi'((l,0),c)=2-('c+1)/2.

COROLLARY.   l/v/2ÏV < d'N(n) < yj2/(N +1).

There is equality on the left side in the corollary if fc is odd and N = 2k, equality

on the right side if fc is odd and N = 2k — 1.

In closing, it should perhaps be noted that dispersion is related to a very widely

used measure of uniformity known as discrepancy. If Dn is the discrepancy of a

set of N points Wn in U then, as Niederreiter [5, Theorem 3; and 6, p. 1166] has

shown, dN < \J2DN and d'N < \JDn- For the definition of Dn see [4, Definition

2.6]. Discrepancy is important in numerical analysis because of its role in quasi-

Monte Carlo integration theory (cf. [4]). We conjecture that if Wn is comprised of

the first N terms of n then (2^ - 1)/AN < DN < (8\fÑ - A)/N.
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